Mid-flexion instability after total knee arthroplasty: woolly thinking or a real concern?
The term mid-flexion instability has entered the orthopaedic literature as a concept, but has not been confirmed as a distinct clinical entity. The term is used freely, sometimes as a synonym for flexion instability. However, the terms need to be clearly separated. A cadaver study published in 1990 associated joint line elevation with decreased stability at many angles of flexion, but that model was not typical of clinical scenarios. The literature is considered and it is proposed that the more common entity of an uncorrected flexion contracture after a measured resection arthroplasty technique is more likely to produce clinical findings that suggest instability mid-flexion. It is proposed that the clinical scenario encountered is generalised instability, with the appearance of stability in full extension from tight posterior structures. This paper seeks to clarify whether mid-flexion instability exists as an entity distinct from other commonly recognised forms of instability.